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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2018208262A2] The developed flushing system is suitable for use in a cleaning basin (T) such as a sink and it comprises at least one
rosette (R), suitable for being positioned in said cleaning basin (T) in such a way that one side thereof is opened into the surface of the cleaning
basin (T) that is to be cleaned and that it enables a cleaning liquid to be delivered to said surface, said rosette (R) comprising at least one hole for
the delivery of the cleaning liquid to said surface; at least one transfer member (2), which is connected with said rosette (R) and which enables the
water received from a first source and the cleaning agent received from a second source to be mixed and to be delivered as a cleaning liquid to
said surface of the cleaning basin (T) by means of the rosette (R); and at least one activation member (A), which controls the delivery of the water
from the first source to the transfer member (2). Owing to the flushing system developed according to the present invention, a cleaning basin (T) is
enabled to be cleaned in a hand-free manner following the use thereof, thereby making it possible to improve the hygiene quality of the personal
cleaning areas in an easy to use and practical way.
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